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Select a
template from
here or select a
blank page that
you may create
from scratch or
add layouts to
(the next step).
you can always
alter a template
or layout you
choose by
deleting panels,
changing sizes,
or adding
panels.

Drag a layout you
like to a blank
template. Click
on the layout
button to access
more layouts.
Just click and
drag the layout
onto the blank
page. You can edit
the layout/
change it at any
time.

when you click on an object in your
file, the style palette will change
based on the options for the object
you have selected. in this example,
the text box is selected, so shapes
and colors for the text box show
up under the style palette.
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use the style options at the top of the page to change fonts,
font size, colors, borders, etc. Select an object and then
select what you want to change.

add text by
selecting this box.

add a panel to your
file vby selecting
this box

add fancy titles by
selecting this box.

add caption bubbles
by selecting these
options

remember
you can change the color fill of text
boxes and the borders of text boxes
and the shape and style.

select
inspector to
open the
tools, colors
to open the
colors, and
fonts to
access all
fonts

if using
inspector,
be sure
to select
what you
are
working
with
(shapes,
text, etc)
at the top
in order
to add
styles,
colors,
etc.

there are 5 options for
color choices. drag colors
to the palette to save them
for later use. select fonts
and sizes and styles.

to add color to the background of your page,
select the background (plain white spot) and use
the styles option to the left of the pageor the fill
option at the top of the page. You may select solid
colors or gradients.

you can drag photos directly from the internet, but they MUST
be Medium size photos or the file will not print. you can
access photos you have saved in iPhoto or on your desktop,
etc., from the box on the lower right of the page.
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